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ABSTRACT
The Q/U Imaging Experiment (QUIET) is an experimental program to make very sensitive measurements of
the Cosmic Background Radiation (CMB) polarization from the ground. A key component of this project is the
ability to produce large numbers of detectors in order to achieve the required sensitivity. Using a breakthrough in
mm-wave packaging at JPL, a polarimeter-on-a-chip has been developed which lends itself to the mass-production
techniques used in the semiconductor industry. We describe the design, implementation and performance of these
polarimeter modules for QUIET Phase I and briefly discuss the plans for further module development.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The measurement of the polarization of the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) is the subject of intense
interest in the astronomical community. E-mode polarization has already been detected 1–8 , but remains to
be fully characterized. The ultimate target for experimentalists, however, is the B-mode polarization due to
primordial gravitational waves. Just as the detection of the CMB temperature anisotropies at the 10−5 level
remained a technical challenge for many years∗, the requirement to detect B-modes (at levels less than 1% of
the temperature fluctuations) is pushing astronomical instrumentation towards ever increasing sensitivity.
High electron-mobility transistors (HEMTs) are coherent amplifiers which have been developed for frequencies above 1 GHz. They offer advantages of low noise, low power dissipation, high reliability, inherently wide
bandwidths, insensitivity to electromagnetic and charged particle radiation, the ability to operate under high
signal levels without damage, and operation over a wide temperature range. Because of these qualities, HEMTs
have been used for a variety of ground-based CMB experiments as well as WMAP and Planck.
The sensitivity of a total power radiometer array is given by
Tsys
∆T = √
N βτ

(1)

where Tsys is the system noise temperature, β is the bandwidth, τ is the integration time and N is the number
of elements in the radiometer array. There are three basic ways to improve the sensitivity: (i) reduce the system
noise temperature, Tsys ; (ii) increase the bandwidth, β; or (iii) increase the number of elements in the array, N .
Coherent systems such as amplifiers incur a quantum noise penalty which increases with frequency. This sets
a lower limit to Tsys for such systems, which can be written as an equivalent noise temperature, q = hν/k ≈
[νGHz /20] K, where h is Planck’s constant and k is Boltzmann’s constant. The state of the art has been > 3q
at frequencies in the range 4–100 GHz (see, e.g. Refs. 9;10). A new ultra-short gate-length HEMT process 11
developed by Northrop Grumman Corporation has shown promise of further improvements. An amplifier made
using this process has recently demonstrated the lowest room-temperature and cryogenic noise measured to-date
at W-band 12
The performance of individual detectors is thus approaching fundamental limits and while further improvements are likely, these alone will not provide the sensitivity required for the detection of B-mode polarization.
Spectral confusion problems limit the bandwidth of HEMT amplifiers to around 30%. Therefore, the required
For further information, e-mail kcleary@astro.caltech.edu
From the first detection of the CMB dipole to the first all-sky map of the temperature anisotropy took around 20
years.
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Figure 1. (left) A schematic of the QUIET pseudo-correlation polarimeter. (right) A subset of modules are configured
as shown in order to measure differential total-power.

increase in sensitivity can only be achieved by increasing the number of elements, N , in the radiometric array,
in tandem with further improvements in the sensitivity of the individual detectors.
The Q/U Imaging Experiment (QUIET) is an experimental program to measure the polarization of the CMB
from the ground using MMIC arrays at two frequencies, deployed at the high and dry Chilean site of Chajnantor
in the Atacama desert. QUIET aims to measure or place strong limits on the B-mode polarization due to
primordial gravity waves. In order to achieve the required sensitivity, the experiment exploits a breakthrough
in packaging and miniaturization, which enables the cost-effective mass-production of MMIC-based polarimeter
modules, to make large arrays of detectors. Further details about the currently deployed Phase I of QUIET can
be found in Refs. 13–16.
This paper describes the 44 GHz (Q-band) and 95 GHz (W-band) QUIET polarimeter modules. The architecture of the pseudo-correlation polarimeters is discussed in Sec. 2 while the implementation and packaging
is described in Sec. 3. The performance of the modules in Phase I is discussed in Sec. 4 and plans for further
module development to enable Phase II of QUIET are briefly reviewed in Sec. 5.

2. RADIOMETER ARCHITECTURE
The expression for radiometer sensitivity given in Eqn. (1) above assumes that the receiver gain is constant. In
practice, the receiver will experience gain variations which contribute noise, since the detector cannot distinguish
between increased power due to changing signal or changing gain. For amplifiers, the power spectrum of these
gain variations is of the form 1/f α , with α typically in the range 1–2. An important concern in the architecture
of the polarimeter is the suppression of these 1/f gain fluctuations. Differential receivers can reduce the impact
of amplifier instabilities 17 , however in recent years, the “pseudo-correlation” radiometer 18 has been introduced
as an improvement over Dicke switching (allows more rapid switching, typically lower loss in hybrid than in
ferrite switch and facilitates sideband separation) and used in the WMAP and Planck-LFI instruments.
Figure 1 (left) shows the architecture of the QUIET pseudo-correlation polarimeters (the same basic scheme
is used in both the
A septum polarizer splits the input from a feed horn into
√
√ 44 GHz and 95 GHz modules).
left (Ex + iEy )/ 2 and right (Ex − iEy )/ 2 circularly polarized components, each of which is amplified in a
different leg of the polarimeter (where, Ex and Ey are orthogonal components of the incident electrical field,
with equivalent noise temperatures Tx and Ty ). The amplifier gains in each leg are denoted gA and gB . In one
amplifier chain (“leg B”), a synchronous phase switch adds a 180◦ phase lag so that when the signals are passed
through a hybrid coupler, the outputs give Ex2 − Ey2 , or Stokes Q, after square-law detection and synchronous
demodulation. The other amplifier chain (“leg A”) also includes a phase switch (for phase matching) set to a
fixed phase state. Stokes I is recovered by taking the average of the diode outputs. Taking the outputs of the first
hybrid as inputs to a second hybrid gives Ex Ey , or Stokes U, when the outputs of the second hybrid are detected
and synchronously demodulated. This architecture has the following advantages: (i) both linear polarizations
traverse each leg, so that gain fluctuations in the MMIC amplifiers are common-mode and are suppressed by
demodulation; (ii) both Stokes Q and U are measured simultaneously, giving an advantage in sensitivity.

Table 1. Averaged and Demodulated signal for each leg B phase switch state, with leg A phase switched at 4 kHz. A
factor of 1/4 has been omitted from each expression. The terms involving Stokes V are also omitted for simplicity. The
upper (lower) signs correspond to detector diodes Q1 and U1 (Q2 and U2).
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In practice, any transmission imbalance (denoted βA and βB in Fig. 1) between the phase switches can cause
I → Q/U leakage. This can be seen in the first two rows of Table 1, which show the demodulated and average
output at each diode, with the leg A phase switch fixed in one state. However, if leg A is also phase switched,
then the difference of the demodulated detector outputs is free from this systematic error. This operation is
referred to as double-demodulation. The second two rows of Table 1 give the diode outputs for the other phase
state of the leg A phase switch. It can be seen that the difference of the demodulated outputs at a given diode
between the two leg A phase states is free from I → Q/U leakage.

A subset of modules in the Q- and W-band arrays make use of a modified input scheme in order to measure
the differential total power between adjacent feed horns. Fig. 1 (right) shows a schematic of these “TT modules”.
A polarizer located after feedhorn “A” outputs both linear polarizations, ExA and EyA . One of these polarizations,
EyA , enters a magic-tee and is combined with the orthogonal polarization from an adjacent feedhorn, ExB . The
magic-tee outputs are coupled to a module input with the result that, after detection and synchronous demodulation, the Q diodes of that module measure EyA and ExB , while the Q diodes of the adjacent TT module measure
ExA and EyB . By differencing the output of Q diodes from adjacent TT modules, the differential total power in
both polarizations, ExA − ExB and EyA − EyB , can be measured.

3. MODULE DESIGN
The correlation receivers which have been developed for CMB polarimetry are expensive and time-consuming to
make. For example, the CAPMAP polarimeter 19 shown in Fig. 2 (left) costs around $40 k and requires around
50 hours for checking and characterizing. Manual tuning of each component in order to achieve gain and phase
matching is labor-intensive. These polarimeters are therefore not in practice scalable to the number of detectors
necessary to detect primordial B-mode polarization fluctuations. For the QUIET project, a breakthrough in
polarimeter packaging and development was required. Two key techniques were adopted from the semiconductor
industry: (i) integration of many functions on a single chip, and (ii) integration of multiple chips in a single
module. Automated die attachment and wire bonding equipment enables the mass production of such modules.
The result is a “polarimeter on a chip”, containing all the components necessary to amplify a polarization signal
with very low noise, taking mm-wave inputs and providing DC outputs.
Figures 3 and 4 show the QUIET W- and Q-band polarimeter module packages. The packages are manufactured from brass and then nickel and gold electro-plated. Feedthrough pins supply bias to the active devices and
allow the detected voltages to be read out. Two waveguide input ports are machined into the module lids and
accept left- and right-circularly polarized inputs from a septum polarizer. Figures 3 and 4 also show a close-up
of the module interiors. The first modules to be built were assembled by hand, however 65 of the 90 W-band
modules were assembled using automated die-attachment to epoxy the components in place. Gold ribbon bonds
(2 × 0.25 mil cross-section) are used to connect substrates to feed-throughs and devices. Wire bonding was
performed using a manual bonding machine, however this will be an automated process in future phases of the
QUIET project. The RF and bias substrates are made from gold on alumina. Unlike at W-band, the Q-band
modules use standard printed circuit board to distribute the device biases and readouts.

Figure 2. (left) The CAPMAP coherent polarimeter shown here is expensive and time-consuming to characterize. The
QUIET polarimeter modules integrate these components into a single package in an automated assembly process. (right)
The performance of a W-band MMIC LNA is shown which exhibits 40–60 K noise temperature and 25 dB gain when
cooled to 25 K.

Figure 3. The QUIET W-band polarimeter 3.2 × 2.9 cm module is shown from above (left) and from the side (middle).
The package is also shown with the lid removed, revealing the module components (right).

Both the Q- and W-band modules have the same basic design. Waveguide input probes convert the incident
field from the polarizer into time-varying voltages on the 50 Ω microstrip transmission lines. On each polarimeter
leg, these signals are first amplified using a MMIC amplifier chip, selected for its low-noise characteristics. The
availability of MMIC low noise amplifiers (LNAs) is key to the performance of the QUIET modules. Indium
phosphide (InP) HEMT amplifiers have shown excellent low-noise performance in the QUIET bands, with measured noise temperatures of 20 K at 44 GHz and 50 K at 95 GHz (e.g. see Fig. 2, right) when cooled to 20
K. This first LNA is followed by a second amplification stage and a phase switch. The phase switches are InP
MMIC chips based on PiN (p-type, intrinsic, n-type) diodes. The diodes act as variable resistors in the circuit,
switching to a low-resistance state when forward biased and a high-resistance state when reverse biased. The
large impedance difference in these two states is used to block one available signal path in favor of another which
is 180◦ out of phase with the first. With both diodes turned on, there is effectively an open circuit in the RF
path which is useful for diagnostics. After the phase switch, the signals are filtered to remove out-of-band gain
peaks and then enter the third and final amplification stage. The signals from each leg are combined in a 0◦ ,
90◦ , 180◦ hybrid, fabricated on InP, which allows simultaneous detection of Stokes Q and U. At each of the four
hybrid outputs, a band-defining filter is applied and then the signals are detected using commercially-available
GaAs Schottky diodes.

Figure 4. The QUIET Q-band polarimeter 5.1 × 5.1 cm module is shown from above (left) and from the side (middle).
The package is also shown with the lid removed, revealing the module components (right).

4. MODULE PERFORMANCE
The modules have been extensively characterized in the field and in this section we discuss their performance in
terms of sensitivity, 1/f knee frequency and I → Q/U leakage.

Eqn. 1 gives the sensitivity
of a total power radiometer. The ∆Tmin for a pseudo-correlation polarimeter
√
measuring Tx − Ty is 2 higher,√but with the (now standard) definition Q ≡ (Tx − Ty )/2, we find the minimum
detectable Q is ∆Qmin = Tsys / 2βτ , and similarly for ∆Umin . Moreover, one can show that the noise in U is
uncorrelated
√ with that in Q for an ideal polarimeter. Therefore, we define the module sensitivity to polarization
as Tsys /(2 βτ ). The W-band module sensitivity measured on the sky is worse than expected based on the noise
temperature of individually packaged input LNAs.
Based on the white noise level of data taken on the sky, the
√
√
average√module sensitivity is 0.25 (0.5) mK s for Q-band (W-band), giving an array sensitivity of 64 µK s
(57 µK s).
As discussed in Sec. 2, the QUIET modules use a correlation architecture to suppress the 1/f noise from gain
fluctuations in the amplifiers. The amplitude of these gain fluctuations is characterized by a “knee frequency” at
which the noise power due to 1/f gain fluctuations equals the white noise level. Further, a double-demodulation
scheme is used to reduce the I → Q/U leakage due to any mismatch in the transmission of the phase switches.
Since double-demodulation reduces the polarized offsets due to I → Q/U leakage, this also has the effect of
suppressing the 1/f knee frequency. Fig. 5 shows an example of the power spectrum from a single detector
diode during a Q-band constant-elevation scan. The total power is derived from an average of the detector
diode output and so has no immunity from gain fluctuations in the receiver. However, the knee-frequencies for
the demodulated and double-demodulated cases are significantly reduced compared to that for the total power.
Fig. 6 shows a histogram of the median 1/f knee-frequency (double-demodulated) of each module resulting from
atmospheric and any residual gain fluctuations. The knee-frequencies are typically below the slowest telescope
scan frequency of 50 mHz and so the loss of sensitivity due to 1/f noise is minimized.
As can be seen from Fig. 6 (left), the knee frequencies for the Q diodes are higher than those for the U diodes,
at Q-band. Positive return loss at low frequencies at the input of the Q-band module (discovered late in the
building phase) forced the use of an unoptimized polarizer design which allowed the reflected power to terminate
on the sky (rather than set up oscillations) but which had worse leakage performance at the upper end of the
band. This leakage causes polarized offsets that increase the 1/f knee frequencies.
The polarizer leakage has two components: one due to an imbalance between the transmission of Ex and
Ey , the other caused by crosstalk between the polarizer outputs. The former affects only Q diodes and the
latter affects both Q and U diodes. In practice, the leakage is dominated by the transmission imbalance and

Figure 5. Demodulation and double-demodulation of the diode outputs suppresses the 1/f knee-frequency, compared to
that for the total power.

Figure 6. The median 1/f knee-frequencies are shown for Q-band (left) and W-band (right). As described in the text,
the knee frequencies are higher for Q diodes than U diodes at Q-band due to I → Q/U leakage. However, the knee
frequencies are still typically slower than the slowest telescope scan frequency of 50 mHz.

Figure 7. The I → Q/U leakage values are shown for Q and U diodes, at Q-band.

so is seen primarily in the Q diodes. This is why the Q-diodes exhibit higher 1/f knee frequencies than the Udiodes at Q-band. Fig. 7 shows the leakage values for Q-band, measured using elevation scans of the atmosphere
(“sky-dips”).
The transmission imbalance which gives rise to leakage in the Q-band polarizer peaks at high frequencies
within the polarizer pass band. Measurements made using sources with rising spectra (flux density, S ∝ ν α ,
α > 0) exhibit greater leakage than those with flatter spectra. The leakage values shown in Fig. 7 were obtained
from elevation scans of the atmosphere which, in the passband of the Q-band modules, is dominated by the tail
of the O2 line. Since the black-body CMB will exhibit a flatter spectrum than this, the leakage values we adopt
from the sky-dip measurements are therefore conservative.
The W-band leakages are of smaller magnitude and have similar distributions for Q and U diodes. A preliminary estimate of the W-band diode leakage distribution indicates typical values of < 1%.

5. FUTURE PLANS
In Phase II of QUIET, the sensitivity of the experiment will be improved by increasing both the number of
modules and the sensitivity of the individual modules. The QUIET Phase I Q- and W-band modules were built
using a mixture of automated and manual assembly techniques. The InP MMICs and alumina substrates were
epoxied to the module housing using automated die-attachment equipment; however, wire bonding was performed
manually. In order to enable the fully automated assembly which will be required to produce hundreds of modules,
automated wire bonding equipment will be used.
The sensitivity of the individual modules can be improved in two ways: by increasing the bandwidth and
by reducing the noise temperature of the input LNAs. The QUIET design bandwidth is 15 GHz, however the
combination of LNA and hybrid coupler used in the Phase I design limited the bandwidth to at most 12 GHz.
For Phase II, alternative designs of hybrid coupler and LNA will be explored in order to increase the bandwidth.
The W-band module sensitivity measured on the sky is worse than expected based on the noise temperature
of individually packaged input LNAs. The cause of this degradation will be investigated for the next generation
of modules. A new 35 nm gate-length fabrication process 11 at Northrop Grumman Corp. has resulted in
improvements in the noise of HEMT transistors at Q- and W-band. JPL has designed MMICs using these new
devices and are in the process of characterizing them at room and cryogenic temperatures. A series of programs
is underway at Caltech and JPL, funded by the Keck Institute for Space Studies (KISS) and NASA, aiming to
optimize the performance of these new devices for cryogenic operation. The improved LNAs resulting from these
activities will be used in the next generation of QUIET polarimeter modules.
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